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Maximising time at 30 Madden
It’s a three-year project, momentous in scale. But with a
dedicated onsite team, LTM’s latest Wynyard Quarter project is
moving on up. Aaron Lindsay reports from Auckland.
Visit our social media pages
to check out this
360 degree aerial view.

Architect: Studio Pacific Architecture
Engineers: Dunning Thornton
Client: Willis Bond & Co.

Over the past few months, there’s been significant progress with
stage one structural works now complete – 84 units in total,
featuring a 12-storey apartment building, adjoining car park and
townhouses. Now the roof is on, we are looking forward to a welldeserved celebration in March. About the same time, stage two, a
six-storey, 60-unit apartment building, kicks off and we’ll see both
stages progress in tandem. At its peak, we anticipate up to 350 staff
on site.

The talented Blake Honeyfield and onsite engineering guru, Kieran
Canning-Thornton have been working hard to iron out a few design
issues and keep the programme on track. Always adaptable and
innovative in their approach, the wider team have worked closely
with architects to pioneer a new balcony system for the stage one
apartments. The concept, driven by Blake Honeyfield, consists of a steel
frame with a precast clip on balcony. Impressive stuff.

Prime spot for children’s pop-up library

Continues on page 3

LTM gets bookish, preparing the ground floor of Harbour
City Centre to become Wellington’s newest temporary
library. Bob Walker tells us about the project.
CBD pop-up branches, providing approximately 1400 square
metres over its ground and mezzanine level.
The past month has been spent setting out partitions, services,
joinery and feature ceiling panels. A mezzanine floor infill and
stair have been completed to accommodate the library and we
will be installing a feature screen and lift in the coming weeks.

Architect: HMOA Architects

Wellington bookworms missing their central reading spot were
excited to learn that the council has come up with a helpful plan for
the interim, opening a series of pop-up library spaces throughout the
CBD. LTM are currently fitting out the ground floor area of the recently
strengthened and refurbished Harbour City Centre in Brandon Street
to serve as a temporary library environ. The space has been designed
by HMOA Architects for children and families in mind, with a special
area just for the children’s collection. It will be the largest of the three

Health and safety
update
In this
Issue

We currently have five LTM staff on the go. Ollie Pike is leading
the charge setting out new wall partitions and Wade Pulford is
front-footing any clashes of services.
As always we have a challenging project timeline. The job is due
for completion at the end of April but we’re projecting forward
at a fast pace. The team have been on the Brandon Street site for
over two years now strengthening and refurbishing the building.
So completing this new high-profile space for the council will a
great note to finish on.

LTM are in regular communication with our staff and contractors regarding Covid-19. As you are aware, we have introduced significant measures to inhibit the spread of the virus and protect our staff. For now, we thought everyone could do
we some different news, so we are pleased to present the next edition of The Hard Yards – Stay safe all.
RCP’S
NEW HQ

SCOTS COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY
OF AUCKLAND

10 MINS
WITH DION

WELLINGTON”S
CONVENTION CENTRE
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Architect: Pynenburg & Collins

“Ghosts don’t scare me.” – Gormley
Tony Gormley describes the latest LTM job within
parliament’s historic (and spooky) library.
Wellington paranormal fans will be interested to hear of a strange
creature lurking in parliament’s library basement. “A security guard
has warned us not to venture down into the basement alone,” Tony
says. And It’s not just ghosts which make this project unique. The
fitout team are working with tight security measures, special lift
protocol and even the odd celebrity sighting.
The project designed by Pynenburg & Collins upgrades a tired
and “antiquated” storage facility into a modern, open space with
enhanced airflow.
The historic building (built 1883-1899) was originally designed by
famous Wellington architect Thomas Turnbull and has survived
two significant fires. Each refurbishment job has been designed to
respect its heritage qualities and architects have worked hard to
preserve what they can. For this fitout, beautiful old rimu details have
been retained so the design maintains the original character of the
building.
One of the greatest challenges on the job is security. Everyone has
to undergo a security clearance and staff induction. Delivery time
slots are booked well in advance and supervised by a security guard.

From Tuesday to Thursday, lift use is restricted in the morning and
afternoon; a bell is sounded when parliament is due to sit calling all
members of parliament into the chamber. During this time, no one
but politicians dare use the lifts!
So far, the fitout team have enjoyed the unusual nature of this short
job and have even spotted a few famous faces. House speaker and
‘parliamentary landlord’ Trevor Mallard popped in to check out the
work and Tony once spotted our prime minister – albeit from a
distance, strolling along the campus. Let’s hope they’re impressed.

Modern changes to Scots’ 100 year heritage

The recent addition of female students to the senior school has
required new facilities to cater for the larger student body along
with vital strengthening work to existing structures. LTM have
been working hard to upgrade communal buildings, demolish
condemned spaces and build brand new learning areas.

LTM’s organised approach has ensured speedy progress on site with
key spaces ready for Term 1. College CFO Kevin O’Neill is quick to
praise the work thus far, “They (LTM) have been on time and budget
with great communication throughout. We’re looking forward to the
job’s completion.”

“

The star attraction is the McKinnon
Building (right), a flexible learning
environment featuring new science
and technology facilities with a pastoral
care area for the girls. The exterior
brick cladding retains the school’s
signature style whilst the interior spaces
boast a more modern look. Floor
configurations feature large glass sliding doors, partitions and quiet
pods which can be adapted for a range of learning activities. New
Zealand educational architecture is responding to the current and
future needs of diverse students and Athfield’s design offers a range
of different zones for this purpose.

(LTM) have been
on time and on
budget, with great
communication
throughout.

The upgraded girls’ boarding house next door offers a mix of private
and welcoming areas, and recently added to the site plans is a girl’s
netball court.
Aaron says the college have been very accommodating clients; their
2
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The new McKinnon building.

willingness to forward-plan and mitigate potential issues has
helped the project stay on track.
Noise is always a challenge to work around, and the team have
been cautious to limit the use of heavy machinery. “Late last
year, we had to time drilling outside of exams,” says Sam. When
working in the preparatory area, “we erected sound barriers along
the tennis courts”. Carrying out noisy demolition and structural
work in an operating space is not easy but, Sam adds, “It’s been a
good job to learn new processes.’
The extensive nine-million-dollar project is being completed over
three stages and due for completion April 2020.

Check out our demolition
timelapse on Facebook.

Images supplied by Scots College.

The job exemplifies how a highly-collaborative project team led
by site manager Steve Becker, and an integrated design-build
methodology can deliver a stunning outcome for a school.
Architects even collaborated with students during the conceptual
phase, collecting ideas on how to make the buildings more
environmentally friendly.

Architect: Athfield Architects
Client: Scots College

Wellington’s Scots College is embarking on a new chapter in the school’s 100-year history with ambitious plans to
strengthen, refurbish and extend the school’s campus. The Hard Yards visited the site to speak with Aaron McGuinnes,
Matt Kontze and Sam Short about the project.

Peter Dynan chats with The Hard Yards about the unique work taking place in Auckland University’s School of
Biological Science.
equipment. “We even learnt that one of the labs housed a
three-million-dollar microscope.” He says.

The once dilapidated Thomas
Building on Symonds Street
is the latest in Auckland
University’s extensive campus
upgrade.

Being a scientific hub for cutting edge research, the labs
are extremely high tech, controlled areas, and Auckland
University have been grateful for the care taken by LTM
around their research. We have monitored our noise and
accommodated where necessary. “For instance, when we cut
the floor slab on level 5, we used a hydraulic saw instead of a petrol
saw.”

When LTM started on site,
the entire structure was a
patchwork of different refurb
jobs from over the years
and seriously rundown in
parts. This led to many “fun”
discoveries along the way for
the team.

The extensive job has been running for three and a half years with
Peter joining the site in August 2019. At present, there are seven LTM
members and the end is nigh!

The staggered work programme has covered four storeys including
the gutting and refitting of two floors with new offices and labs, and
fitout upgrades for the remaining two floors. There’s been a good
deal of asbestos removal too. Just part in parcel of working with old
mid-century buildings.
Auckland University have been great clients. “This job is completely
out of the box,” Peter says, “It’s a different type of space – a
functioning scientific space, which brings its own set of challenges.”
Live labs mean live gas pipes, toxic chemicals and expensive

James Cotton describes the new space.

Architect: Fearon Hay
Engineers: Blueprint Engineers

RCP’s new headquarters

LTM have been chosen by RCP Project Management to build their brand
new headquarters in Auckland’s St Mary’s Bay. It is great to be appointed
by one of the largest project management companies in New Zealand to
directly carry out their new office works.
Fearon Hay’s concept reworks an existing industrial structure into a lightfilled area providing retail frontage on the ground and new RCP offices on
the first floor. The design team have embraced simplicity to plan an efficient
building with ample sunlight and lofty spaces. A series of glazed panels
line the first-floor ceiling and the façade is constructed from corrugated
coloursteel with single six-metre-high glazing. A new deck is being installed
on the east with magnificent views of the city.
We have already completed main demolition works along with piling, and
more recently finished pouring concrete for the structural steel pads.
We have a forward-thinking and
collaborative team on the project
and we are all pushing in the same
direction to produce an excellent
end product. Steve Lindley and
Chris McGuinness are onsite and
Pat Carmine and I are in the office.

Architect: Architectus
Engineers: BECA

Laboratories (re) fit for world-class research

Top site office!
Read about
Lippincott
Cottage on
page 6.

30 Madden continued...
Of the site’s commercial team, Brazilian Quantity Surveyor
Carlos Cal has been working tirelessly to bring all suppliers in
line. We describe him as relentless in his drive to secure the best
price. Health and Safety supervisor Rob Bailey manages to keep
the site safe by proactively issuing cards, all whilst maintaining
great working relationships. Under the tutelage of management
we have two budding apprentices, Phil Schwalger and Ben
Gorton, who are learning the finer points of construction.
It’s a large and productive team with approximately 40 LTM
members based here. Their dedication hasn’t gone unnoticed,
particularly over the summer period when 100 people
(subcontractors included) turned up for work on New Year’s
Eve, staying on to enjoy a BBQ afterwards.
Fuelling this fine workmanship is our friendly French Patisserie
across the road – ‘La Petite Fourchette’, who kindly deliver
surplus French delicacies to the office at the end of each day.
When an LTM food critic deemed the lettuce in his baguette
simply ‘incompatible with the onsite toastie machine’, the chef
kindly agreed to alter his recipe on the condition their staff
would be invited to future LTM shouts. We said yes.
When our team are not on the tools (or devouring painau-chocolat), they are training for the next ping pong
tournament. 2019’s grand slam saw Cliff Lambert (of the
Lambert construction clan) take home first place. Recently
the site relocated our smoko area from the ‘Taj Mahal’ to the
more spacious ‘Buckingham Palace’ and it was crucial that the
ping pong table came too. Our new state-of-the-art cafe and
sporting facilities offer seating for up to 86 people. Enough
room to fill a crowd of spectators! We encourage you to stop by
for a hit.
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Jeff McHardy reports on Wellington’s newest public space.
The Wellington Convention and Exhibition Centre or WCEC as it
has become known, is a project that has taken a while to get off the
ground. As with any public building, there is always an element of
pressure. Due to this job’s changing stakeholders and divided public
opinion, the pressure was on to deliver the ECI works and final tender
price. A big congratulations to Johnny Malthus and Jack McGuinness
for their hard work over the years to get this job over the line.

The project team is
excited to get stuck
in to deliver this
landmark building for
Wellington. WCEC
is due to open later
this year.

Architect: Studio Pacific Architecture
Client: Willis Bond & Co.

From drawing board to boots on ground

The project started in late 2019 and really got going when piling rigs
showed up on site at the start of December. Since then, the team
have pushed hard and made good tracks with the steel-driven piles.
We are approximately two thirds of the way through the piling work
and quickly progressing with the basement slab.
The project itself has some impressive statistics. Spread evenly over
the 2500m2 site, the main build uses 2400 tonnes of structural
steel, huge 12-metre-high studs on the top floor, structural trusses
spanning 20 metres in some of the main exhibition spaces and even
an internal car lift designed to hold a seven tonne tank – should it be
required!

10

Dion Russell
How long have you been
working for the company and
what is your role?
I started back in September
1987. I had just been laid off
from the Waitara freezing
works in their off season, so I
came back to Wellington on
Sunday and checked for job
listings in the Dominion Post
on Monday. LTM were looking
for a labourer, so I rung Brian
at 7.30am, came down for an
interview at 8.00am, went
home, got changed and
started at Government Life
Building at 10am!

“

Faleniko Tuilaepa was head
labourer at the time and my
first supervisor. One of the first
jobs I did with him was to dig a
tunnel under Hill Street townhouses. I wondered
what I had got myself into…

... do the mahi,
and accept
and overcome
the challenges
presented to you.

Prior to the freezing works, I had done a bit of
house-building so Peter McGuinness suggested
that I do an adult apprenticeship.It was a good
idea, but Nick Tuilaepa was head labourer so he
got first choice. I ended up doing a cadetship
and studied towards a New Zealand Certificate
of Building. It took me five years to complete
(half a day plus three nights a week)– so that
was my serious league and rugby career over!
Initially, I did a lot of work with Jim McGuinness at both the Port Nicholson
Yacht Club and Barry Jackson Motors. When Jim went on holiday, I was left
in charge for a few weeks so had to learn fast! Then I worked with Peter as
2IC at Honda Cars and Moore Wilsons Stage One. Soon after, I was in the
office with Brian for a few months, learning to measure and price. It was a
bit of a scary time for me; I measured and added up everything three or four
times too nervous to make a mistake! I priced a job (Employment Court in
Telex House) and we won it so Brian said, “you better go down and run it.”
That was about two years into my cadetship and I have been pretty much
doing the same since… though the jobs keep getting bigger.

4
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Our seasoned manager chats to us from
Auckland, where he is temporarily based
helping out at One Queen. Ngā mihi DIon!

What do you wish you had known early on in your career?
Learn to delegate responsibility. In the early days, I didn’t trust
anyone to set out or cover for me. Onsite management was a oneman-band in those days! We juggled the management and joined the
boys on the tools. That’s how we used to beat the other firms in the
tough times. We had to keep an eye on our hours though– watch out
if you went over. It is much easier now that we have heaps of staff
on site. The jobs are so much bigger and you can’t do everything
yourself. Because the management crew is larger you can take time
out when you need it. It’s comforting to know the job isn’t going to
stop.
What is your favourite memory from LTM?
Got so many but here are a few…
One Christmas show in the early days, we went on harbour cruise.
One of our apprectices, Mike Curran, pushed a guy overboard and
when we got back to the marina someone else pushed another
staffer in, then it was all go! You couldn’t get off the boat without
getting wet. Next thing we know… Peter comes out in his jockies
ready to fight before he went in too. We all ended up walking to the
Cambridge Hotel in our wet clothes and carried on drinking there all
night.
At the Bodyworks Gym’s finishing shout, Dave Grindell had been
giving the apprentices some grief so when he went into the Portaloo
the boys (led by Mike Curran ) pushed it over. Poor Grindell was
stuck in there covered in god knows what! When they let him out it
was a big clean-up but they reckon it was worth it.
What do you enjoy most about working here?
The whanau atmosphere. Young staff can start at the bottom and
have a path to the top; as long as you do the mahi, and accept and
overcome the challenges presented to you.
Something that most people don’t know about you ?
My son Hoani and I were models for OSH back in the day (left image).
Hoani and Ed Russell are now about to have the same photo with
their sons.
Do you know what your secret nickname is?
Hone Harawira???

Graham Little recently spoke to us about the exciting fitout unfolding within Cuba Street’s historic Farmers Building. The
project is part of the wider Cuba Precinct development which involves the restoration and extension of an existing structure
into a mixed-use commercial and retail space.

Architect: Athfield Architects
Engineers: Dunning Thornton

No job too big for Little and the fitout team

Salvaged heritage items such as this
tin-pressed ceiling (left) were carefully restored at the yard before being reinstated.

stairwell complete with a vertical green wall (of planters) running
alongside. Extensive glazing feeds natural light into the spacious
office areas and staff will enjoy the views over bustling Cuba Street.

At 104-106 Cuba Street, fitout works are in
full swing as Graham leads a large team to
develop two floors of office space for the
Greater Wellington Council and ground
floor retail spots for big brands such as
women’s fashion chain Glassons (set to
open this coming April). Developer Willis
Bond and Co. has worked closely with
Athfield Architects to design a modern
space which preserves the building’s natural
charm and reaches 100% NBS.

For Graham, logistics have been the biggest headache, “The hardest
part is getting material in and out of the building. Currently the
future apartment site serves as an entranceway, so when that build
commences, we won’t have much space! We’re having to figure out a new
pathway. Luckily three pile-rig cranes will soon join us.” Thoughtful problemsolving saw Graham organising interior
frames to be constructed offsite; “We had
them pre-made because we were under
time constraints. But don’t write that down!”

In recent months, the heritage-listed 100-year-old structure has
undergone strengthening and structural reconfiguration to ensure that
the new space meets current building code. Stabilising the structure was a
serious challenge for the engineers and construction team involved. Their
design solution features new steel bracing (heavier than what was used at
Chews Lane) to anchor the entire structure together. Graham says, “This
is a great heritage space to work in. The fitout plans feature superb design
elements. It’s about tying the old with the new.” Athfield’s have found
ways to reuse details from the old building to add a touch of style to the
modern fitout. Special items such as the old tin-pressed ceiling panels
have been retained, along with original Matai timber flooring and detailed
four-metre-high cast iron columns.

Integral to the success of this detailed fitout
is the team on the ground and Graham likes
to remind them they’re doing a great job.
“Work has to be fun. We know our goals
each week, and we do our best to keep the
momentum going. It’s about maintaining a
positive atmosphere.” He adds that after 18
years with LT he still enjoys the challenge, “I
love the variety of the work.”

This is a great
heritage space to
work in
featuring
impressive
design elements.

LTM are soon to commence work on the adjacent site, laying the
groundwork for an 18-floor apartment building and three-level car park. Stay
tuned for the next installment.

Shared between the first and second floors is an intriguing floating

Vic’s latest revamp

Massey’s refreshed nursing suite

By Mike Paulin

By Bob Walker

Victoria University’s
Kelburn campus has
recently undergone
three separate
refurbishment jobs.
The Murphy, Cotton
and Laby buildings
have all experienced
significant wear and
tear over the years,
so LTM have been
busy installing new
fitouts and re-roofing as required.

Three LTM staff were busy
over the Wellington summer,
refurbishing one of Massey
University’s student nursing
suites.
Our enthusiastic client brought
along a baked cake to our first
site meeting – a memorable beginning, and from there on,
Wilson Auld did a stellar job liaising with them.
A key feature of the upgraded
training space is the high-tech
service panels above the
beds, designed to simulate
a real hospital environment
– complete with nurse call
fittings.
Like all tertiary jobs, the project
had to be completed over the
Christmas break which only
gave us a three-month time
frame. Although our working
floor was vacant, the level
below was occupied by Massey
staff so managing construction
noise was a challenge, but we
managed and students are
now enjoying their modernised
facilities.

The tired old cyber lab received a
much-needed facelift

A majority of the
work was completed over the university summer break. The
Christmas shutdown period meant it was tricky to coordinate
with suppliers. Needless to say, some patience was required.
We are pleased that the two major fitouts were delivered on
schedule (10-week programme) ready for the 2020 academic
year. Many thanks to our subcontractors for pulling through!
We had four LTM staff working on each project and our managers deserve a special mention: Zayd Osmon (Murphy), Dan
Williams and LA Moe Mai (Cyber) and Fue Elisara (Cotton/Laby).
The re-roofing is currently in its final stages with tenting being
removed and scaffold coming down. Everyone is looking forward to the roof shout.

Architect: HDT Architecture
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Architect: Warren and Mahoney
Client: Precinct Properties

Structural work begins to take form
Adam Guile reports from central Auckland where the One Queen team are
quickly learning the art of what it means to construct on an interfacing site
and how to keep everyone happy.
Different contractors are engaged in the construction of the
Commercial Bay development which includes LTM-managed
One Queen, a mixed-use site for commercial and retail use.
The development’s design encompasses two physical interfaces
adjoined through a shared accessway. We have about 15 staff
dedicated to One Queen, currently led by Dion Russell, then
another five shared with LTM’s separate Commercial Bay
(CB). Across both teams, everyone has quickly adapted to site
conditions and are maintaining great working relationships with
the multiple parties involved.

We are enjoying
the unique nature
of the project and
being a part of the
bigger Commercial
Bay picture, a
development set
to truly enhance
Auckland’s
waterfront.

Dion and his crew are in the process of establishing the site:
demolishing the existing precast and in-situ façade on levels three
and four of the former HSBC building; installing façade steelwork
around the perimeter of the exterior walls and ensuring everything
is watertight.
Because the two major sites are adjoined, we have also
been involved in carrying out sporadic packages of work for
Commercial Bay which plans to open 28 March 2020.
The Commercial Bay team, (Cam, Joe, Ronan, Chris G, Luke G,
Leo, Nick, Lara and the rest of the gang) have completed urgent
strengthening and service adjustments to areas within One Queen.
Now they have closed this out, they can focus their energy on
specific CB deliverables.

LTM’s top site offices
Lippincott Cottage beat stiff competition to nab LTM’s top office
spot! Runners up – One Queen and the Yard followed closely in
2nd and 3rd place.

#1 Heritage cottage

An interesting aspect of what we are doing is removing portions of
large in-situ columns protruding from the exterior of the building.
To safely carry out this work, we have been staging-scaffold,
introducing bespoke frame lifting solutions and then progressively
wire-sawing our way up the exterior of levels three and four.
Once the remaining tenants decant from the premises (August
2020), we will gain access to the remainder of the building, and
can introduce a custom-made climbing frame to the project. We
promise you a photo – it will be a sight to behold!
So, what’s tricky about this job? To start with, it is very reactive with
the current programme driven by Commercial Bay’s handover
dates. At the moment, we are prioritising the interfacing works,
the division of buildings, pedestrian protection and establishing
separated access and compliance.
Another challenge is site restrictions. We are carrying out heavy
demolition and structural works but our only means of access is
a single goods lift. We have no street access, traffic management
plan, or loading areas but we are fortunate to have the smoothtalking team of Finnbar and Seamus, of the newly-formed Centre
Management Group, on our side. These guys are managing
logistics around the site for all contractors working on the CB
retail centre so thankfully load-ins and outs are feasible.
The unique nature of this job requires clear communication and
good working relationships between the different groups involved.
Our skilled staff are making the most of this opportunity for
collaborative problem solving as we liaise with numerous fit out
contractors, Fletchers, HSBC (tenant upstairs), Precinct Properties
and consultants for both One Queen and Commercial Bay. There
are lots of meetings to discuss what is happening and ensure all
parties understand where we are headed. We are currently on
target to provide all our deliverables to Precinct for CB’s grand
opening.
A highlight has been seeing all the steelwork arriving onsite. As
with any interfacing façade design, it was relatively complex and
required a good amount of coordination… hopefully it all fits!
6
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The Thomas Building team are
enjoying cups of tea in their
current quarters - the charming
Lippincott Cottage (circa.
1928), originally built to house
the groundskeeper for New
Zealand’s former Government
House. It was named after
Chicago-trained architect Roy
Lippincott (a key player in the
campus design team).
It will be hard for these guys to
return to shipping container
life.

#2 Luxury views
Fancy some views of the
sparkling Waitemata Harbour? Yes please.
The One Queen team reckon
they could get used to this
life...

#3 Changing rooms
They took 30 years of storage and transformed it into
a useable office space. Hats
off to the team at the Yard
for rolling up their sleeves
to create this impeccably
tidy working space.

From
this
..
to t .
his!

staff news
Raising awareness for mental health
Our LTM-sponsored team
covered a good number of
‘k’s in Wellington’s Round the
Bay fundraiser in February.
Runners, walkers and prampushers put their effort into raising money to support New Zealand’s
Mental Health Foundation.

Incredible Ironmen
Months of training paid off for Steve Becker (left), Tony
Gormley and Dave Grindell (right) as they triumphantly
crossed the finish line at Taupo’s Ironman NZ competition.
Well done guys!

The competition has given us the opportunity to squeeze in some
pre-training for the Iron Maori in December. Steve Becker takes the
prize for running a half marathon (21km)! Nice work Steve.
A big thank you to Georgia Robinson for organizing the event, Bill
Manuel for manning the BBQ and Olivia Crabbe for helping on the
day. It was great fun!

To the Facilities

& Maintenence te

am,

Thank you for ge
tting us to the st
age where
we can use the C
onservatory toda
y with the
seismic safety iss
ue addressed an
d
assessed
by the local auth
ority. Apart from
so
me
finishing touche
s you’ve done it!
A very big thank
you for your pers
everence
overcoming
the many
challenges
along the way
professionally
and with
passion,
working
together to
pull this off.
Best regards
Jeff Oakes
Government
House

Media bites
Scoop on Massey job
Palmerston North’s
Manawatu Standard
covered LTM’s latest
Massey University
refurbishment project.
Keep up the great work
Jacob and team!

Image sourced from Stuff.

Government Ho
use
Conservatory st
rengthening structural work
s complete

With complime
nts

Racers:
Georgia Robinson, Mark Oldfield, Charlotte Oldfield (Mark’s
sister), Heath, Kasia and Indy Crawford (youngest competitor – six
months!), Sean Fitzgibbon, Billy Louie, Zayd Osman and his family,
Graham Little and his two boys.

Link: https://
www.stuff.co.nz/
manawatu-standard/
news/119652518/restoration-work-starts-on-historicmassey-refectory

Spotlight on Matt Pattinson
LTM’s site manager Matt Pattinson
gets a terrific write-up, ‘A Winning
Way’ in the February edition of ‘Build’
magazine.
Matt reflects on his career
progression and offers helpful
advice for those just starting on their
journey. Well worth a read.
Link: http://www.buildmagazine.org.nz/assets/PDF/Build-17618-Profile-A-Winning-Way.pdf
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staff news

Follow us @ltmcguinness_construction
Got a good story for Hard Yards? Email: ltm@mcguinness.co.nz

Wgtn apprentices hit the water

NEW ARRIVALS

Baby Rishika
18
Dhiru arrived
January. Mum
d
(Pinkal) and da
ry
(Ketan) are ve
!
proud indeed

It was a long day fishing
on Saturday 8 February for
LTM’s apprentices but we
ended on a high. There
was enough kai moana
for everyone – Kahawai,
Snapper, Butterfish, a Kingi
and even Barracuda!
Eliyah F
re
Garbutt ya
Rick an
d
gorgeo Casey’s
us
one arriv little
e
February d 13
.

Wellington Xmas do
A fabulous night was had by all at our annual staff Christmas party held at the Embassy
Theatre in Wellington. Pictured in their bow ties, are our fabulous MCs for the night
Nick Morris and Chris Guile (centre) with Steve and Selina Becker.

Georgia Robinson
(VIP guest)

Archie Williams
from Cotton
at Vic Uni
and Alexey
Plyshevsky
from FOAD.

LTM
Kids’

Congrats
to our
treehouse
winner!
Phoebe Carmine
sent us this
innovative
treehouse design.
We love the idea
of eating burgers
in the treetops!
Beaut work.

WIN!
Welcome
A warm welcome to new staff:
Wellington
James Alexander, Sui Kosena, Matthew Ryan, Frederick Domingo, Jaime
Gumagda, Andy Gibb, Antonio Ricarte and Kelsey Steffenson.

Auckland
Thomas Crook, David Jordan, Barry Lines, James Gibbs, Matthew Scott,
Richard Allison and Luca McKay.

and long-term temps joining LTM’s books
Japhet Calipon, Fedy Domingo, Joseph Flores, Ariel Galang, Benedic
Hiyas, Antonio Ricarte, Ronilo Segarnada, Frederick Domingo and
Jaime Gumadga.
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Enter the LT Quiz!
Treat yourself to a meal
or a few beers with friends.
Win an $80
Macs Brewbar voucher

LTM
staff

1. What type of saw was used in Auckland’s University’s
Thomas Building to mitigate loud noise?
2. Who is leading the commercial fitout in the former
Farmers Building on Cuba St?
3. Where will Wellington’s new children’s pop-up library
be situated?
4. Who started with the company in 1987?
5. How many croque monsieur have been consumed at
30 Madden?
6. What architecture firm designed the Scot’s College
extension?
7. What is the exact height of 30 Madden’s crane?
8. What job is being constructed on Hargreaves Street in
Auckland?
9. Where is Lippincott Cottage and who hangs out there?
10. According to local folklore, who lives in parliament’s
library basement?
Email your answers to: ltm@mcguinness.co.nz
before 5pm, April 15 2020

